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“hear what people think of these new features,” the app store banner encourages. “you can select the ‘keep up to date’
banner to be reminded about the app store, when it’s time to download your favorite app or when a new release is available.

you can hide any banner by selecting the ‘hide this banner’ button.” apple released the seventh developer beta of macos
sierra on tuesday. the beta brings apple news to macos and changes how you connect to various wi-fi networks on your mac.

ios 13 and tvos 13 beta downloads were seeded this week. ios 13 beta 1: advanced camera settings. unfortunately, the
changes made to the photos app are fairly minor, but do enable all gestures that used to be made when pressing the live

photo button. for example, you can now flip photos by swiping left or right. this video provides a full walkthrough of ios 13, as
well as video guides for many of the individual aspects of the upgrade. gadgetwide is a tool that you can use to remove the
icloud lock from your iphone. although the app is still in beta, it is still providing a similar experience to what it has provided

for some time. the app works in a similar manner to other lock bypassing tools, but with a few more tweaks. while it's
certainly not the worst thing that could happen, i'm not convinced that an app that enables you to actually break the law is

the best way to deter people from doing so. hopefully, apple will release a public version, as it is still in beta (although stable),
once ios 13 is released. after installing and running it for a few hours, i am coming to the conclusion that gadgetwide is a tool

that needs a lot of work. it is currently a very unstable app that is buggy. there are many missing gestures and it will often
freeze mid-process when attempting to follow a link to a website.
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